
3. 3. Plan to create an enlarged Migration Map (based on the one provided 
here). If you use two-liter-size soda bottles, make your Migration Map 
about 8 to 10 feet long and almost as wide (or adjust the size of your 
map depending on the space available for your station, the size of the 
rings and soda bottle you are using, and the skill level of participants.)

4. 4. Ahead of time, draw an enlarged version of the map on a large roll 
of paper. Label each of the corridors: the Atlantic, Mississippi, 
Central, and Pacific.

5. 5. If you wait until the day of the festival, you can draw an enlarged 
version with chalk on the floor or ground. 

6. 6. On the day of the festival, place the soda bottles on your enlarged 
Migration Map, following the original map as a guide. (Position the 
bottles far enough apart to allow the rings to slide down.) 

7. 7. Draw a line at the bottom of your Migration Map, where 
participants can stand as they attempt to toss the rings over  
the bottles.

Taking Fl ight!Taking Fl ight!
1. 1. As participants gather at your booth, ask them if they know  

what the lines on the map mean. Explain what a flyway is. Tell 
participants that scientists identified the four flyways by studying 
the routes that waterfowl took to get between their summer and 
winter habitats. Because of that, many National Wildlife Refuges 
were established in these migratory corridors to help ensure that 
migratory birds would have protected places along the way. 
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The main reason  

scientists believe  

that birds migrate  

is so they may  

continue to find  

food year round.
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